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Max Description
Max is a 324-node cluster on the SCF network that supports Sequoia users' visualization and data analysis needs. It is two TLCC2-like scalable units with 280 compute nodes and 20 additional compute nodes that contain two Kepler K20x GPUs each. There are 6GB RAM per Kepler. On the 280 compute nodes there are 16 cores per node and 256 GM RAM per node, for a total of 76,800 GB of total system memory. The 24 remaining nodes of Max are used for Lustre routers, NFS gateways and login nodes. Bandwidth to Lustre is a peak of 78 GB/s. Max's peak performance is 107TF/s. The bandwidth to FLOPs ratio for Max is .24, a substantial increase over the .09 bandwidth to FLOPs ratio of Graph, our previous generation classified visualization cluster. The Max visualization and data analysis cluster will provide Sequoia users with compute cycles and an interactive option for data exploration and analysis. The system will be integrated in the first quarter of FY14 and the system is expected to be moved to the classified network by the second quarter of FY14. The goal of this milestone is to have early users running their visualization and data analysis work on the Max cluster on the classified network. Completion Criteria: Racks have been assembled in the Terascale Simulation Facility (TSF), the system has been moved to the classified network, and at least one user has ported their code. A user will write a memo certifying that their code has run on Sequoia.
Customer: ASC/LLNL
Milestone Certification Method: Professional report and handoff to ASC program.
Supporting Resources: TBD

